Changes to Billing Statements
JANUARY 27, 2020

What is Estes
Park Health?
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Current state of billing
For all the services we provide, we currently use two separate billing
systems:
1) One for facility charges such as the Emergency, Outpatient or
Inpatient Services.
2) One for professional/physician charges for employed professionals at
Estes Park Health such as an Emergency Physician, Radiologist, or
Surgeon.
Within these systems, there are SEPARATE bills for each date of service
and could arrive in your mail at different times: Let’s take a look at your
mailbox.
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So Many Separate Bills
Bill for
ER visit

Bill for
MRI

Bill for
Surgery
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Bill for ED
Physician

Bill for
Radiologist
(not EPH provider)

Bill for
Radiologist

Bill for
Surgeon
Bill for
Anesthesiologist

Bill for
Hospitalist
(not EPH provider)

Current Statements – What’s in your mailbox?
Let’s review the statements for a surgery visit for broken
arm where the insurance company processed the
physician’s charges first, then the insurance company
processed the hospital charges 3 weeks later.
The patient will receive a separate statement for
Professional Services and Hospital Services.
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Example of Statement
for Professional Services
•

This bill is for Professional Services with
the date the statement was sent

•

This bill shows how much is due & any
previous payment from the patient

•

There is an offer of a Prompt Pay
discount for Deductibles & Co-insurance

•

Payment is made to Estes Park Health
Physician Clinic
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Example of Statement for
Hospital Services
•

This bill is for Hospital Services with the
date the statement was sent (note: it is 3
weeks after the statement for
Professional Services)

•

This bill shows how much is due from the
patient

•

There is an offer of a Prompt Pay
discount for Deductibles & Co-insurance

•

Payment is made to Estes Park Health
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The Change
Estes Park Health is changing to a new Electronic Health Record
(EHR) called Epic on 11/09/2019

• This will combine the systems used for Professional
Services, Emergency Room Services and Hospital
Services into one.
• This will allow your care providers to have greater
visibility to the patient’s complete medical record,
including services outside Estes Park Health.
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The Change for your Billing Statements
• Patients will now receive a letter from Estes Park Health when your
bill is sent to your insurance company.
• Once insurance has processed the claim, patients will receive a
statement for all services on one bill, with balances for both
Professional and Hospital services.
Our care for you will not change – You will get the best medical
treatment!
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Future state – The letter
Patients will begin to receive a letter about the bill for their
services with Estes Park Health IF the charge is over $500. This
letter will:
• Let the patient know we have sent a bill to their insurance –
to verify it is correct.
• Provide an itemized statement of hospital services.
• Let the patient know the next steps – Once the insurance has
processed a claim, the patient will then receive a statement
requesting payment for the balance.
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Post-Service Letter Example- Front & Back

Attending Physician: EPH Test, Doctor
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Future state – the statement
With Epic, we will shift to Guarantor billing:
• The Guarantor is the person financially responsible for the bill.
• The Guarantor will receive ONE BILL for all services billed by
Estes Park Health.
• This could include multiple services for one patient, or services for a
parent and child(ren) grouped together.
• The Guarantor will receive separate bills for Professional services
not billed by Estes Park Health.
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So many Bills, but not so many Statements
Bill for
ER visit

Bill for
MRI

Bill for
Surgery
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Bill for ED
Physician

Bill for
Radiologist
(not EPH provider)

Bill for
Radiologist

Bill for
Surgeon
Bill for
Anesthesiologist

Bill for
Hospitalist
(not EPH provider)

Future State – What’s coming to your mailbox?
Let’s review the statement for a surgery visit for broken arm where the
insurance company processed the Hospital charges first, then the
insurance company processed the Physician charges 3 weeks later.
The patient will receive one statement for Professional Services and
Hospital Services, 30 days apart.
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Future state of billing
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The Last page…..
Easy ways to Pay
Info about assistance

Payment plan options
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Review of Future state of billing
•

Your statement will include all services billed by Estes Park Health on one
bill for the guarantor on the account.
•

•

Your statements will list the charges you owe now, but NOT charges still in
process with your insurance company.
•

•
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This could include more than one date of service, or more than one patient

You will not receive notice of outstanding, pending charges except on the initial
letter, which is not a bill.

Statements will include outstanding balances for 120 days. Balances older
than 120 days, with no payment arrangements will face further collection
action.

Review of Future state of billing
•

You will still receive separate bills from providers for services that are
contracted by Estes Park Health, but not employed by Estes Park Health.
•

•
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Hospitalists, Radiology services, Surgicalists or other services not
billed by EPH will send you separate bills with their own logo.

The system Estes Park Health currently uses and the Epic system do not
“talk to each other”.
•

Before November 9, 2019 your bills will be in the “old” style.

•

From November 9, 2019 and forward, statements for services will be in the
“new” style, and separate from previous services.

•

Our website will provide guidance when paying online based on the date of
service.

Frequently asked questions
• Why does it take so long to get my bills sometimes? It is based on
the accuracy of the bill and rules of your insurance company.
• Do I need to present my Photo ID & Insurance card every visit?
Yes. It will speed up the registration process. The new system, Epic,
requires that registration enter the insurance information based on
the name and billing address of your insurance from the card.
• I cannot pay my bill, what should I do? We are here to help you.
There may be a program you are eligible for you do not know about.
Handouts are available.
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Frequently asked questions
• I have a payment plan for previous services, can I add new
services to that? No. Separate payments must be made for
services in different computer systems.
•

Will I be able to combine my old separate bills with new
ones with services after November 9th ? No. Unless….

• Can I add bills after November 9th to my existing bank
loan? Yes.
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Contact us
Contact Patient Financial Services:
• Patient Financial Customer Service – 970-577-4530
• Financial Counselors – 970-577-4327 and 970-577-4528

For Additional Information Visit: eph.org/patientsvisitors/billing-payments/
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Thank You!
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